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MAKE  
THE MOST 
OF HOME

Shop online or schedule a personalized appointment from the 
comfort of your home today at fergusonshowrooms.com.

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOMS: RALEIGH



S T E V E N  S H E L L
L I V I N G

BORN IN LONDON ENJOYED AROUND THE WORLD EST. 1992

“so much more than just a great furniture store”

Mount Pleasant, SC
640 Coleman Boulevard
stevenshellliving.com 

843.216.3900

Raleigh, NC
2030 Clark Avenue

@stevenshelllivingraleigh
919.803.1033

CASE GOODS,  UPHOLSTERY,  L IGHTING,  RUGS,  ACCESSORIES AND OBJETS DE VERTU
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www.DestinNC.com  |  919.521.4345  |  Info@DestinNC.com

Concierge Services •  Award-Winning Builder Team
Right-Sized Custom Homes in Prominent West Cary

Luxury S implif ied
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O
ne thing we can rely on is change, and fall is a change-
maker I always welcome. There is a quality in the air 
that hints at new possibilities, and as we settle into our 
post-summer schedules and the holiday season kicks off, 
cooler weather, warmer colors, and cozier textures inspire 
our interiors. Change is inevitable, so why not embrace it?

At Triangle Home Design & Decor, we are endlessly inspired by exquisite spaces 
crafted by our local designers. I couldn’t be more excited to present you with our 
Designers at Home issue, in which we have curated a talented trio of local design-
ers who have graciously opened their homes to us. It’s such a treat to peek behind 
the curtain to see how designers elect to fashion their own abodes. 

Designer Lauren McKay has perfected the art of living stylishly with 
a growing family in her color-filled home that is the epitome of work-life 
balance (page 36). Artist-turned-designer Elizabeth Allran exhibits her singular 
style and treasure trove of vintage finds in her design playground of a home 
(page 46). Who says downsizing means sacrificing luxury? Designer Judy 
Pickett welcomes us into her new condominium at The Wade, the picture of 
casual elegance down to the details (page 56).

From copper to ochre, we’ve got seasonal colorways to rival the fall foliage. 
Warm and earthy terracotta is on-trend in tile as well as in homeware (page 26). 
And if you’re in the mood to spice things up, try a dash of cinnamon, the delec-
table hue we’ve seen popping up everywhere (page 30). Designer Carrie Moore 
shares a thoughtfully curated design board in her signature Warm Modern style 
(page 32), and we bring you new products, new collaborations, and new books 
to update your coffee table (page 18). We also get a lesson in seasonal simplicity 
from designer, cook, and photographer Rosy Alexander (page 22). 

It may come as no surprise that fall is my favorite season. And just as the 
seasons change, our homes evolve like living organisms. It is my hope that 
these pages will inspire you to boldly experiment with your own style and to 
make small refinements that can have big impacts. 

Embrace the revitalizing power of design to welcome the fresh season, and 
all the opportunities it brings, into your space.

F r o m  t h e  e d i t o r

On the Cover:
Artist-turned-designer 
Elizabeth Allran’s Raleigh 
home is her current 
canvas (page 46).
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Lindsay M. Powell
Editor in Chief
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R A L E I G H
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603

919.832.5555

C H A R L O T T E
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A

Charlotte, NC 28208 
704.358.0277
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620WADE.COM  |  919.785.1445

Own a home inspired by classic Pre-war architecture. Outfi tted with carefully considered 
modern amenities. Constructed with attention to every detail, from premium cabinetry to 
state-of-the-art acoustic technology. And set the stage for your next act.

Extremely limited availability. Schedule a personal visit or Zoom tour today.

A TRULY GRA ND OPENING.

AND AN EQUALLY IMPRESSIVE FINALE.

BEACON STREET REALTY, LLC
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market

FALLING  
for DESIGN
The newest products, the latest 
collaborations, and the best-selling 
design books to launch this year.

Written by Anne Marie Ashley 
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox 

DESIGN FOR ALL
Local Morganton, North Carolina, furniture design house Chaddock 
is recognized for its customizable furniture, upholstery, cabinets, 
hardware, and lighting that can be crafted in weeks and will last 
generations. Its most recent collaboration with interior designer 
Mark D. Sikes, well known for beautiful interiors, textiles, women’s 
fashions, and books, resulted in a furniture collection rich in options, 
colors, and style. With a classic sensibility and an all-American aes-
thetic, Sikes’ collection of thirty-seven pieces spans the spectrum of 
form and function, all of them beautiful. Twelve handpicked Farrow 
& Ball paint colors are also 
available to customize any 
piece, chosen by Sikes and 
curated for his color-rich and 
timeless approach. From 
button tufting, box pleats, 
and trim to paint selections, 
finishes, and multiple combi-
nations, the possibilities are 
endless. ahokeltd.com

ELECTRIC FEEL
Renowned for her architectural take on classic 
lighting designs, award-winning interior designer 
Marie Flanigan brings an elevated simplicity to all 
of her pieces. Up next, she’s teaming with Visual 
Comfort to offer twelve lighting designs full of 
timeless appeal and original forms. “As such an 
energetic force, [lighting] is my favorite aspect of 
a space to consider,” Flanigan says. “I’m delighted 
to debut my inaugural collection with Visual 
Comfort, who has exquisitely realized the designs 
I have long envisioned.” circalighting.com
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GOOD 
VIBES 
ONLY
Distinguished designer 
Kara Mann has teamed 
with McGuire to create 
a twenty-four-piece fur-
nishings collection and a 
twenty-eight-piece fabrics 
collection. Marrying a 
vintage West Coast vibe 
with a highly textured, 
modern-yet-cozy aesthetic, 
the collection features 

heritage proportions, low seating, and 
relaxed but solid forms. “My goal was 
to create a thoughtful line that added 
a vintage perspective and unexpected 
materiality to McGuire’s modern fur-
nishings, while still encompassing the 
essence of timelessness and natural 
luxury that the company is renowned 
for,” Mann says. southchapelhill.com
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market

More Rooms
BY KATIE RIDDER  
Designer Katie Ridder’s newest book, More Rooms, 
is 240 pages of tireless inspiration in the form 
only her unique aesthetic can take—imaginative 
designs defined by the key elements in the room. 
From furniture plans, room layouts, and lighting, to 
finishes, layering, and scale, Ridder covers it all. The 
level of ingenuity is apparent from page one, and 
what follows holds attention with each new tangent. 
vendomepress.com

A Home for All Seasons: 
Gracious Living &  
Stylish Entertaining
BY DANIELLE ROLLINS  
In her second book, designer Danielle Rollins showcases her myriad 
talents, ranging from interior design to entertaining, with a couple of 
stops along the way. On every page, readers gather tips and pointers 
for creating a signature style at home and being prepared to entertain 
in any circumstance, including cocktails, holiday feasts, get-togethers, 
dinner parties, and intimate gatherings. “Honestly, happy entertaining is 
also a habit, like making the bed,” Rollins says. “If you keep your house 
relatively pulled together, then someone stopping by for an impromptu 
drink or dinner doesn’t seem like such a big deal.” rizzoliusa.com

S Is for Style:  
The Schumacher Book  

of Decoration
BY DARA CAPONIGRO 

rizzoliusa.com

Glamorous Living
BY JAN SHOWERS 
abramsbooks.com

de Gournay:  
Hand-Painted Interiors
BY CLAUD CECIL GURNEY 

rizzoliusa.com

Garden Secrets of Bunny Mellon
BY LINDA JANE HOLDEN,  

THOMAS LLOYD, BRYAN HUFFMAN 
barnesandnoble.com
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style | fall

A Raleigh designer’s simple Nepali roots are 
the foundation of her creative work.

EASTERN 
Influence

Written and produced by Lindsay M. Powell 
Photography by Rosy Alexander

Growing up in Nepal, Rosy Alexander’s life was simple and 
minimal. “I spent the majority of my childhood with my 
grandma, who cooked meals on an earthen stove, made 
mats by weaving straw, and had floors made with red 

clay,” recalls the interior designer, cook, and photographer. Born and 
raised near the foothills of the Himalayan mountains, Alexander spent 
her teenage years in Toronto before moving south to Raleigh where 
she began to document her creative work through her photographs. 

Alexander gained her footing on Instagram, a platform she 
credits as being a major factor in her growth as a creative. “I started 
my account to share glimpses of my life, and it quickly turned into a 

place where I teach others how to make a beautiful home and cook 
wholesome meals,” she explains. Sharing her moody and earthy 
photographs of food and home-styling eventually led her down a path 
to interior design.

Inspired by natural textures and earthy colors, she always makes 
a point to notice the trees and foliage wile driving. Often “borrowing” 
from nature, a freshly gathered bouquet of seasonal wildflowers is 
always sitting on her countertops. The influence of the South has 
found its way into her work as well. “I love the South, I hope to grow 
old here,” Alexander says. “I value creating moments that allow 
people to connect, and that’s a value I share with Southern culture.” u



2021 Southern Living Showcase Home

919.926.5563 
155 Riverstone Dr, Pittsboro NC  |  RiverstoneEstatesLiving.com

  ntroducing Riverstone Estates….a picturesque community in Chatham County, 
just minutes from the lower Haw River and Jordan Lake.  

Your elegant sanctuary awaits you - choose from a select 33 estate-sized homesites, from 2 to 5 acres, on beautiful rolling terrain 
bordered on 2 sides by North Carolina state park land.  Each luxury home features Universal Design – where smooth transitions, 
easy access for all family and guests blend seamlessly with stunning craftsmanship and the latest of sought after design features.  

Choose from homes under construction or select your homesite and custom build with one of our luxury craftsmen.   

Priced from the $900s to $2 Million

I

R I V E R S T O N E
E S T A T E S

Priced from the

APOLLO 
USA

Priced from the $900s to $2 Million

      uxury
Estate Homes
Reimagined

L  

Fall 2020 Parade Home

RiverstoneAd Homes Decor Hi.indd   1RiverstoneAd Homes Decor Hi.indd   1 9/23/20   10:10 AM9/23/20   10:10 AM
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style | fall

SEASONAL 
STYLE 
with Rosy

“Our senses can be easily 
overwhelmed, and one remedy is to 
add natural textures to your home to 
keep it soft and soothing.”

“Year-round nature has an incredible 
way of welcoming us into the next 

season. I advise everyone to keep a 
pair of shears in their glove box so that 
they can snip some beautiful foliage to 

take home. It's free and so easy!”

“Every home needs a few tapered candles 
and antique candlesticks. Nothing says 
'slow down' like a few dimly lit candles 
in the evening. I love rituals that create a 
sense of peace. Lit candles in preparation 
for dinner with friends is one of my 
favorite rituals. It instantly adds a warm 
and inviting mood to a room.”

“Though I’m not a big fan of the 
cooler months, I do love cooking 

up warm and hearty meals. A cup 
of fragrant chai tea is simmering 

on my stove every morning. A bowl 
of spiced oatmeal with dates and 
cinnamon for breakfast, and rich 

red-wine braised stews for dinner 
are some of my favorite fall recipes!”

“Bring plants 
indoors once 
the weather 
starts to cool. 
It’s a great way 
to brighten 
up your home 
when it feels 
gloomy.”
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trend | terracotta 
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W ith warm sunset hues ranging from ochre to 
sienna, terracotta has been adorning homes 
with its sunbaked warmth and earthy texture 
for centuries. Translated from Italian as “baked 

earth,” this clay-based material is yet again making a comeback 
in both traditional and surprisingly modern forms. Today’s geo-
metric shapes, glazed Zellige tiles, and modern objects can lend 
their canyon colorway and natural imperfections for a laid-back, 
midcentury-modern-meets-Southwest aesthetic.

 Terra Nova 
Written by Lindsay M. Powell

1. The traditional smooth gloss tiles by Clay Imports are made using wood 
       frames that give the edges a rustic, irregular look; clayimports.com 
2. The weathered and glazed Zellige tiles feature an array of whites;  
       cletile.com 
3. The Antique Diamond Matte tiles can be arranged into a hexagon pattern;  
       clayimports.com 
4. The Provincial Red Hex tiles are reclaimed from antique French terracotta  
       structures; cletile.com
5. The unglazed natural Zellige tiles by Riad Tile are handmade in Morocco  
       using centuries-old techniques; riadtile.com

4 51 32

Melbourne, Australia-based designer 
Georgia Ezra paired Morrocan 
mosaic floor tiles with white Zellige 
backsplash tiles in her kitchen, 
both from her Tiles of Ezra line. The 
home’s architecture and interior 
design are by Studio Ezra.



Thin Brick · Installs Anywhere · Changes Everything

generalshale.com  |  919-828-0541
8820 Westgate Park Drive, Raleigh, NC 27617

Thin Brick Flat and Corner PiecesAdding thin brick to your home doesn’t have to be a major undertaking. We’ve got 
all the steps to get you started — and the best part? You can do it on your own! 
Ask a General Shale representative for details today!
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trend | terracotta 

1. Overhand Knot / $60 / virginiasin.com 
2. Folk Abigail 10” Soft Cone Pendant / $449 /  
       rejuvenation.com
3. In Common With Ceramic Orb Surface    
       Mount / $700 / spartan-shop.com 
4. Ridge Vase / $125 / nannieinez.com 
5. Bump Table / $3,500 / annakarlin.com
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palette

1. Stout Textiles Sabadilla Trim in 
     Autumn / to the trade / karensaks.com  
2. Knoll Leaf Table Lamp in Copper Brown /  
    $92 / designwithinreach.com
3. Élitis Vence Cushion in Coral / 
    $178 / elitis.fr 
4. Porta Romana Phoenix Wall Light / 
     $2,312 / portaromana.com
5. Benjamin Moore Cinnamon / 
    $58.99 per gallon of Regal Select / 
    magnoliapaint.company
6. Kelly Wearstler for EJ Victor 
    Sunset Sofa in Coral / to the trade / 
    ahokelimited.com 
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A dash of savory drama 
to warm the senses.

Written by Christina Spratt Spencer
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

Deliciously sumptuous, the emboldened flavors of muddled and muddied 
burnt orange, silky browns, and russet red sensually swirling amidst amber 
haze make this moniker hue an enveloping swath of subdued sophistication. 
Indulgently cozy, this leathery note is ardently snug and calmly grounding 
with its autumnal-baked earthiness while simultaneously velvety plush. 
Cinnamon is delectable with tonally flavored variants of caramel, cognac, or 
chocolate, and wonderfully warming like a deep desert sunset with ochre, 
copper, or rust. Its lusciously calming lull of neutrality is energized with 
pairings of coral-toned blushes, saturated cobalt and indigo blues, or in-
tensely rich emerald green or peacock.

Paris decorator Vincent 
Darré’s showroom boasts 
warm woods, rich textiles, 

and surreal and Dadaism art.
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southern living
with an

eclectic twist



1. Scandinavia Dreaming / $60 / us.gestalten.com
2. Drape Arm 1 Sconce / $980 / sklo.com
3. Jikoku Wet Sand Pot / $30 / bloomist.com 
4. Linda Pillow / $165 / the-citizenry.com
5. Pierre Paulin F598 Groovy Lounge Chair / $4,762 / 1stdibs.com
6. Corkdrop End Table / to the trade / skramfurniture.com
7. Capas 2 Rug / to the trade / nanimarquina.com

design board

Carrie Moore is known for a style she calls Warm 
Modern. As principal designer of Carrie Moore 
Interior Design, she and her team deliver uncluttered 
designs that incorporate clean, simple forms with 
well-considered palettes and placement. “Unlike a lot 
of modern design, we make things thoroughly cozy 
by using lots of natural materials and textures,” she 
explains. “We love to bring in one-of-a-kind pieces, 
often vintage or handmade, and dramatic lighting to 
elevate designs.” 

Driven by the values of using local artists and craftspeo-
ple as well as natural, sustainable furnishings whenever 
possible, they begin each design project by delving into con-
versation with their clients to learn how they plan to use 
their space and to understand their personal design tastes. 
“We take that input and apply our experience and knowl-
edge to the design challenge,” Moore says.

The colors, textures, and patterns of nature are where 
Moore finds much of her inspiration. As a proponent of 
biophilic design, she believes that bringing the principles 
of nature into our interiors can improve our mental and 
physical well-being. “I’m a big believer that a little time 
outside can improve our mood,” she explains. “There are 
simple ways to adopt this philosophy, like adding plants 
and natural materials to spaces.”

CARRIE 

Moore
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DESIGN     BUILD     REMODEL



CLASSIC OFFERINGS FOR SOPHISTICATED 
HOME FURNISHING TASTES

North Raleigh: 5640 Capital Boulevard  •  919-954-0025  •  Monday through Saturday 10 - 5 • Closed Sunday
Visit our website at www.waysidefurniturehouse.com

SINCE 1939 • INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE



Home Design

Photography by Sara Coffin.

Work-Life Balance
36

Canvas of Color
46

The Joy in Simplicity
56



McKay transformed an unused space 
under her stairs into a secret hideout for 
her kids, covering the walls in a playful 
Sanderson wallpaper that contrasts with 
the blue-trim work detail. OPPOSITE: 
McKay plays with her three young children 
in their living room. The designer knew 
her home had to be family-friendly and 
functional, so she had all of the furniture in 
the home pre-treated with Fiber-Seal.
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INTERIOR DESIGN BY LAUREN MCKAY | TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY SARA COFFIN

WORK-LIFE 
BALANCE

THE HOME OF DESIGNER LAUREN MCKAY PROVIDES THE 
IDEAL BACKDROP FOR BOTH BUSINESS AND FAMILY LIFE.
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“I LOVE THAT 
YOU SEE THESE 
THINGS AND 
THEY REMIND 
YOU OF A 
REALLY SPECIAL 
TIME YOU HAD IN 
YOUR LIFE.” 

—LAUREN MCKAY
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OPPOSITE: McKay wanted a 
dining-room table that expanded to 
accommodate more guests, and the 
table by Hickory White fit the bill. She 
then added dining chairs by Worlds 
Away, a dramatic brass-accented 
chandelier by Arteriors, and Pinnacle 
cordless woven shades. 

LEFT: In lieu of more cabinetry 
paneling, McKay added metal 
grates to the built-in shelves in the 
family room to hide stereo speakers 
and add interest to the space.

RIGHT: McKay custom designed the 
living room sofa, which was made 
by Hallman Furniture and swathed 
in a Kravet performance fabric with 
Schumacher tape accent trim. She 
commissioned the artwork by local 
artist Sue Scroggins.

W
hen Lauren McKay and her husband, Kyle, began looking for a 
home to purchase in Raleigh, they simply couldn’t f ind exactly 
what they were searching for. “We looked all summer, and 
nothing popped up,” the designer says. “So we f inally said, ‘Why 
not just build a home?’” As a designer, McKay had worked with 
various builders and was confident she could f ind a home that 

suited the soon-to-be family of f ive. The couple fell in love with a custom-home plan by 
Speight Built and a lot located in central Raleigh. “There’s this trend in homes in Raleigh 
where architects are taking cues from cottages and older styles, but they’re cleaning it up, 
so it’s simple and a little more modern,” she explains. “That’s what I love about our house. I 
love how clean and timeless the aesthetic is.” 

The home was a vast change from their previous residence, which featured an arts-and-
crafts vibe, darker wood details, and a darker color palette. “We built that home in 2012, so 
the style of the home was more earth tones,” she says. “We enjoy a modern style, clean lines, 
and pattern and color. But with this house, we really wanted to make it brighter, whiter.” 
Inspired by their travels abroad to Paris and Belgium, the McKays wanted to incorporate 
architectural details throughout that mimicked those they’d seen during their travels. “I 
wanted to add details in the master bedroom, framed-out vertical moldings on the walls,” says 
McKay. “We’d seen it in Paris, but we did it in a much simpler, less ornate way.”

The couple tweaked the open floorplan, adding defined walls to the dining room and flipping 
the location of the staircase, resulting in a more open kitchen. After layering architectural 



ABOVE: McKay wanted her daughters' bedroom to feel happy and fun, so she went with a bold, colorful color palette of pink and yellow. The Roman shades feature 
a Manuel Conovas fabric in a floral pattern with a pink Samuel & Sons trim, which she repeated on the custom pillows. The console by Sprankle Custom Works was 
painted in Benjamin Moore Richmond Green to tie everything together. 

OPPOSITE TOP: The sailboat-print fabric on the Roman shades by Katie Ridder was the inspiration for this space. She complemented the window treatments with a 
neutral grasscloth by York, an ottoman by Society Social, and a wing chair by Hickory Chair, which was recovered in an InsideOut fabric by Marshall Furniture. 
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BOTTOM: As an art major, the Pierre Frey wallpaper spoke 
to the designer “because it looks just like a painting!” The 
wallcovering is painted on vinyl, making it not only durable, 
but wipeable, too—ideal for a home with three young kids. 
The artwork is by Windy O’Connor, the vintage rug is from 
Eliko, the mirror is from Worlds Away, and the sconces are 
from Visual Comfort.
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OPPOSITE: McKay kept the kitchen simple and timeless with classic all-white 
cabinetry and finishes such as the quartzite counters. She added a pop of 
color with the Roman shades in a Brunschwig & Fils Les Touches fabric.

LEFT: McKay designed the master bedroom to be a relaxing oasis. She 
complemented the Highland House upholstered bed with raffia nightstands 
by Made Goods, which she topped with Visual Comfort lamps. Brand new 
linens by Kelly Wearstler for Kravet completed the soothing aesthetic. 

RIGHT: Although she loves color, McKay wanted the master en suite to feel 
more like a restful retreat. She achieved that with a calming color palette of 
whites and grays, including white Carrara marble counters and a soaking tub 
by Kohler. 

detailing, McKay began designing the interiors. Not one to 
shy away from color and pattern, the designer looked to bold, 
graphic wallpapers for inspiration for several of the rooms 
throughout the home, including the detached garage where 
McKay works her design business. “I love to play with color 
and pattern, and I've used that to create different moods,” she 
says. “Bright, cheerful tones in our living room are perfect 
for the central hub of our home, while muted tones in our 
master bedroom create a restful retreat.” 

In her design office, McKay was inspired by the Manuel Canovas 
wallpaper, featuring a traditional Indian wedding parade pattern 
on a dramatic black background layered with bright colors. When 
paired with the Worlds Away marble and gold vanity, the stage was 
set for the rest of the space. “I’d seen this print while we were in 
Paris and loved it,” she says. “I love that you see these things and 
they remind you of a really special time you had in your life.”

With wallpaper and coverings laying the foundation, McKay 
was able to weave-in accents that complement the modern 
patterns and color palette she wanted in the home. “I had this 
vision of brass everywhere,” she says. “Even though the home 
itself is more contemporary, I love how brass can be paired with 
a modern finish to add warmth.”
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OPPOSITE: The Worlds Away marble and brass 
vanity complements the bold, graphic Manuel 
Canovas wallpaper in McKay’s office bathroom. 
The pattern is of a traditional Indian wedding. 
“I love the combination of the bold colors on a 
dramatic black background,” she says.

ABOVE: McKay’s office serves as the ideal 
neutral backdrop for the bold colors and 
patterns she loves to lay out for client meetings. 
Custom built-in shelving houses fabric 
swatches and other materials for the designer, 
who wanted the space to feature both 
traditional and modern architectural details.

Throughout the home, McKay continued the brass accents, particularly in her 
lighting choices, in subtle ways to add warmth to the more modern furniture and 
accessories. The kitchen pendants by Visual Comfort, the dining-room chandelier 
by Arteriors, and the master bedroom Strada Sputnik flush-mount lighting, also by 
Visual Comfort, feature metallic details that help unify McKay’s overall warm, con-
temporary aesthetic.

But for McKay, it wasn’t just about striking, sophisticated design. With three young 
kids, the designer was keen on creating an interior that’s not only classic and timeless 
but also functional and livable for a family of five. “I work with a lot of families and I 
have three kids of my own, so I understand that a home needs to be family-friendly,” 
she explains. “But I don’t think you need to feel held back in design because of your 
kids. There are plenty of solutions that can work really well.” The Nuevo Living bar-
stools in the kitchen feature wipeable leather seats, and all other fabric was treated with 
Fiber-Seal, which McKay says works wonderfully. “Of course I’m the one who spilled 
red wine on the furniture, not my kids,” she laughs. “But it came right out!”

Ultimately, McKay created a home that has an updated aesthetic and holds personal 
touches that remind her and her husband of fond memories. “I love that so much of this 
house is a reminder of our travels together,” she says. “But I also love that it fits our 
family day-to-day.” u
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An oversized black-and-
brass pendant from Visual 

Comfort floats above Allran’s 
midcentury-modern inspired 

table. A vintage Art Deco 
screen, which the designer 

hand-painted over, serves as 
a striking backdrop. Tayabas 
Cane Side Chairs by CB2 add 

texture to the space.



Allran stands in the 
living room of her 
Raleigh home, where 
her distinctive style, 
artistry, and vast 
collection of family 
heirlooms and found 
treasures are on display.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY ELIZABETH ALLRAN | TEXT BY ERIN M. TATE | PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANNA ROUTH

ARTIST-TURNED-DESIGNER ELIZABETH ALLRAN’S EVER-EVOLVING 
VIBRANT JEWEL BOX OF A HOME IS PART DESIGN PLAYGROUND, 

PART ECLECTIC TREASURE TROVE, AND ALL HER.

CANVAS  
OF COLOR
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Allran’s living room comes to life in 
her signature bright colors of coral, 

turquoise, gold, and black, while her 
finds from antique and vintage shops 
bring character to the space. Vibrant 

lime-green cushions perch atop chairs 
from Century Furniture. The floor 

lamp is by Robert Abbey.
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I
nterior Designer Elizabeth Allran has always 
had a kinship with color. Long before she 
became a sought-after designer with Cary-
based Design Works Studio and before she 
studied painting and drawing and received 
her Bachelor of Fine Arts from East Carolina 

University, her love of color and bold design was born.
“My parents enrolled me in a lot of after-school 

private art lessons throughout my childhood,” Allran 
recalls. Although she gained a lot of technical skills 
through her art education, what she loved most was 
taking breaks to explore the art teachers’ homes. “One 
I’ll never forget was a really moody and dark powder 
room that I was crazy for. The textured wallpaper was 
barely lit by a pair of red-shaded sconces, and there 
was always a scented candle burning. The toilet and 
sink were black porcelain.” The brazen design left a 
lasting impression on her.

Her current canvas is a three-bedroom, 
two-bathroom ranch-style home adjacent to the 
North Hills community in Raleigh. Here, she ex-
presses her talents through her fearless design 
choices and singular style.

ABOVE: Vintage Haviland plates found in an antique store in 
Cameron village adorn the wall in the living room, adding a bold 
pop in the designer’s signature color palette.
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In her living room, vintage Haviland plates in brilliant hues 
embellish the fireplace wall, and oversized antique brass can-
dlesticks unearthed from a consignment store in Morehead City 
flank the portrait she painted of her late dog, Tinkerbell. By con-
tinuing the same vivid palette of bright aqua, fire-orange coral, 
gold, and black, Allran has achieved a cohesive look while letting 
her eclectic aesthetic shine. “It’s bold, but it all works together,” 
the designer explains. 

As an avid collector of colorful and unique pieces, Allran often 
transforms the items she finds on her hunts—she replaced a 
shade on a gold panther light she found at a Salvation Army and 

made a console table out of four ball-and-claw mahogany legs she 
found on a curb. “I have to stop myself from taking on too many 
home projects, but there is really no reason to not paint my front 
doors pink,” Allran says. “For me, color and pattern are every-
thing in design. It’s life and happiness. I promise you’ll never 
regret bringing more color into your home.”

 While in Greensboro for a friend’s wedding, Allan slipped 
away between the bridal luncheon and the ceremony to 
go antiquing. “I found an incredible Art Deco screen in the 
most unattractive shades of mauve and tan, but I just saw so 
much potential in the design itself.” She brought it home and 
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LEFT: Allran’s bathroom vanity consists of a Lillian August buffet retrofitted 
with a Carrara marble top and Kohler Purist plumbing fixtures. Vibrant Janta 
Bazaar wallpaper by Thibault enlivens the space. 

RIGHT: Allran fashioned the coffee table by combining a gold-leaf tray with 
a black bamboo base she inherited from her late grandmother. The coral and 
aqua bookcase was repainted to show off many of her curated treasures. Bold 
pillows lend color and comfort to the white sofa. 

hand-painted over the dull colors, leaving the beautiful gold-leaf 
details untouched. It’s now the focal point of her dining room. 
“The perspective is such that my small room actually feels much 
larger, as if you’re looking right into a grand ballroom. It’s such a 
conversation piece and I feel really fortunate to have found it.”

She completed the dining room featuring the one-of-
a-kind artwork with a sizable black-and-brass statement 
pendant from Visual Comfort. Caned chairs from CB2 circle 
a midcentury-modern inspired dining table and decorative 
plates from Anthropologie adorn the walls. Acrylic wall brackets 
display vintage Emploi and Murano glass that she found on Etsy.
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LEFT: Laura Park fabric frames the tranquil view from Allran’s art-studio-
turned-home-office. The natural light and cool wall color set the scene for 
Allran to create.

RIGHT: Allran’s light-filled and peaceful art studio has become her office 
while she works from home. An antique drafting table serves as her desk, 
while a vibrant vintage bamboo chair purchased form a co-worker and 
secondhand finds keep things intriguing. 

“IT’S A REMINDER THAT GOOD 
DESIGN HAS NO PRICE TAG 
AND THE VALUE IS IN HOW 
HAPPY SOMETHING MAKES 

YOU FEEL.” 

—ELIZABETH ALLRAN

Allran remembers a distinctive home in Hickory that left 
a lasting impression on the future designer. She and a friend 
would sneak in to see the home as it was being completed. “They 
painted every room a different bold color and there was no ‘flow 
color’ to speak of,” she recalls. “I was able to see the house fur-
nished, and all of the rooms were themed, based on their travels 
to different places around the world. I don’t feel like other people 
appreciated the quirkiness, but I loved it! It was like a vacation in 
every room.”  

Allran brought her own theme room to life by creating a 
Mexican oasis in her guest room. She painted the walls in 
Sherwin-Williams Spearmint and continued the color on the 
custom built-ins that she designed with bamboo trim. Allran 
hung paintings by Janet Hill Studio near the windows and textile 
portraits of Frida Kahlo above the bed. The duvet cover features 
a Frida Kahlo print, and accessories from her travels are layered 
throughout the room to give it a rich and authentic texture. 

“If you think about it, a theme room never goes out of style. 
They aren’t trendy,” Allran explains. “Not too many of my clients 
want a theme room, but I can do it for myself. I am transported 
when I walk in there.” The ability to fashion your own retreat is 
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Allran created a playful Mexican-themed 
guest room layered with rich hues and 

lush fabrics. Textile portraits of Frida Kahlo 
hang above the bed, while the duvet cover 

features Kahlo’s artwork. Items collected 
from the designer’s travels add texture to 
the oasis. OPPOSITE: The floor-to-ceiling 

guest-room built-ins adorned with bamboo 
trim and Anthropologie pulls were custom 
designed by Allran. Sherwin-Williams paint 

in Spearmint and natural window treatments 
continue the tropical feel.
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not something Allran takes for granted, as she’s had to turn her 
art studio into a work-from-home office during the pandemic. 
“Your home affects your psyche. What your space looks and 
feels like matters—especially right now.”

The designer frequently shops at second-hand stores, often 
bringing home a find that she doesn’t yet have a plan for. “That’s 
the beauty of shopping second-hand or in consignment stores—it 
takes the pressure off,” she continues. “It’s a reminder that good 

design has no price tag and the value is in how happy something 
makes you feel.” 

Allran’s space is ever-changing. If she tires of something, she 
gives it away and allows room for inspiration to strike in a new 
way. The pieces that have staying power are the ones with senti-
ment and story. In her curated, curio cabinet of a home, there is 
no shortage of inspiration. Allran finds comfort in the old, possi-
bilities in the new, and always lives in color. u
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Pickett’s living room is 
a mix of items from her 
previous home, with 
a zebra rug from Stark 
Carpet anchoring the 
room. Lamps from Visual 
Comfort light the space 
when the wall of windows 
grows dark, and a mix of 
patterns keep the space 
interesting and modern.



INTERIOR DESIGN BY JUDY PICKETT 
TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SMITH HARDY

THE JOY IN 
Simplicity

AS DESIGNER JUDY PICKETT SPLITS HER 
TIME BETWEEN TWO HOMES, SHE DELIGHTS 

IN THE DETAILS OF A SMALLER SPACE.
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A
s designer of record for the new condominium 
project in Raleigh, The Wade, interior designer 
Judy Pickett of Design Lines expected the 
finished spaces to be fresh, beautiful, and well 
done. What she didn’t expect, however, was 
that she would fall in love with the condos 

herself. After the finishes were chosen, the pre-sales done, and the 
interiors refined, Pickett felt she’d discovered the perfect location 
for a new home, right on the heels of a new phase in life.

Just minutes from Cameron Village, The Wade luxury con-
dominiums boast upscale accommodations in a downscale size. 
“Many people find that downsizing means they have to sacrifice 
beautiful details, millwork, amenities, and/or quality,” Pickett 
explains. “That’s just not the case at The Wade. Every detail has 
been thought of, all the amenities are convenient and beautiful—and 
that’s what really made me feel comfortable to purchase my own 
unit.” Having lived in her previous home for nearly twenty years, 

Pickett was ready to pare down and refresh the spaces around 
her. “I’ve recently gotten married and was splitting time with my 
husband in two cities, so it seemed like the right time to get a place 
as a home base for the two of us in Raleigh,” she says. 

Though Pickett loves her heavier traditional and antique 
pieces, in the process of clearing out and downsizing, she kept 
just three key items to carry over into her new condo. With a 
vision for a simpler, cleaner look with a casual yet sophisticated 
vibe, she began to pull together things that brought her joy, which 
included her key furniture pieces and most of her art collection as 
well. This proved to be part of the challenge of designing her new, 
truncated digs. “I had multiple piles and stacks of things to either 
be donated, go to my second home with my husband, or here to 
my new condo. The process was a little challenging, but I had a 
different mindset this time around, which was that I wanted to be 
unfettered and uncluttered, which helped smooth any wrinkles in 
the process,” she explains. 
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A club chair from Baker hides in the 
corner to offer a welcome respite. A 

cabinet from Century anchors the 
opposite wall, and draperies made 

from simple cream Kravet fabric offer 
a brightening and calming effect. 

OPPOSITE: Soothing creams and blues 
reign in the master bedroom. The Hickory 
Chair bed is simple and elegant alongside 

nightstands from Highland House.
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Pickett designed the dining room to be the right 
mix of formal and causal, ready for any occasion. 
The buffet from Highland House pairs well with 
the dining table from McGuire. Dining chairs from 
Century surround the table, covered in a neutral 
fabric, while the host chairs are from Vanguard. Art 
from the Smith Killian Gallery in Charleston hangs 
above the buffet. OPPOSITE: Pickett relaxes in her 
all-white kitchen at The Wade. While the builder 
selected most of the finish packages in the kitchen, 
the designer chose everything in white to keep it 
light and bright, creating an open and inviting space 
to move through easily.
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Pickett admits she had many pieces in mind from the 
outset, having frequented High Point Market and col-
lected items from favorite manufacturers for clients. “It’s 
really a treat to be able to shop for myself for a change, 
and as I look around my home, I see some of my favorite 
suppliers revealed in my choices,” she says. “I have 
pieces from Hickory Chair, Highland House, Century, 
and Vanguard, to name a few.” She continues by saying 
that her favorite spaces in the condo are many, but the 
main living room, dining room, and kitchen, along with 
the balcony, are her most-loved spots. “I remember when 
I moved in. It was late fall and the trees beyond the bank 
of windows in my living area were on fire in brilliant 
orange, red, and yellow hues,” she recalls. “The whole 
space was bathed in these filtered lights and I just loved 
the way it looked.” 

Located on the third floor, Pickett’s condo has a tree-
house feel, with plenty of trees to admire in her view. 
The balcony, which is twenty-two feet long, is a space she 
would inhabit “morning, noon, and night if weather per-
mitted,” and gets many “oohs” and “aahs” from visitors. 
The perfect setup of casual but pretty outdoor furniture 
makes it warm and inviting. 

Inside, though largely neutral and light, Pickett dis-
persed pops of red and orange amid a backdrop of black, 
white, and the lightest gray. A bold zebra-stripe rug 
anchors the living room underfoot, with airy white walls 
and furniture punctuated by the occasional autumn-toned 
accent chair, artwork, or accessory. The finished white 
kitchen flows easily between the living room and dining 
room, creating an overall feeling of casual elegance. The 
master bedroom and bath are a study in contrasts, with a 
mostly neutral palette livened up with jewel-tone accents, 
including a small Turkish rug, colorful pillows, and, in the 
bathroom, black cabinetry with gold finishes against classi-
cally papered walls in cool gray and cream tones. 
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TOP LEFT: A small space packed with personality, a colorful F.J. Kashanian rug 
sets the tone in the entry. An entry table and ottoman made by local North 
Carolina craftsmen welcome guests as they arrive at Pickett’s home. 

TOP RIGHT: The guest room was designed with grandkids in mind, using pale 
pinks, cream, and charcoal. Stuffed animals alight on the vintage French beds, 
alongside the vintage French nightstand. Azoulay art hangs just above, upping 
the sophistication of a child’s room. Linens from Ann Gish and Legacy Home 
round out the space. 

BOTTOM: In the master bathroom, contrast is at play with gunmetal-gray 
cabinets paired with gold accents. Sconces from Lights Unlimited offer a 
flattering glow, and wallcoverings from JF Fabrics create a gradient of gray. 

OPPOSITE: In the den, a marble bust from Thompson Lynch looks stately on 
the console from Atlanta Showroom, while chairs from Kravet flank. Pickett 
places her Baker china cabinet in the den, with a Stark Carpet underfoot. Art 
from the Shain Gallery hangs above.

“I REMEMBER WHEN I MOVED IN. 
IT WAS LATE FALL AND THE TREES 
BEYOND THE BANK OF WINDOWS 

IN MY LIVING AREA WERE ON 
FIRE IN BRILLIANT ORANGE,  
RED, AND YELLOW HUES.” 

—JUDY PICKETT
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Growing up, Pickett became a seamstress at heart, mending 
and hemming and often sewing clothes for herself and her 
dolls. In college, she naturally felt she should choose fashion 
merchandising, but when her sorority sister made a comment 
otherwise, Pickett had second thoughts. “She said, ‘Judy, you 
know you’re not obnoxious enough to be a buyer in New York,’” 
laughs Pickett. “And, you know, it got me thinking that she may 
be right. I switched my major to interior design and haven’t 
looked back in forty years.” With the gift of knowing her talent 
at an early age, it’s no wonder that Pickett and her group at 
Design Lines have been chosen time and again to design interiors 

residentially and commercially all over the region. If her home 
conveys anything about Pickett personally, it’s that even a con-
trolled and edited look, when executed properly, can evoke ex-
citement, joy, and ultimate personality. 

“I think the question with every project, no matter the client, 
comes down to how you present what they own and have col-
lected in an uncluttered and sophisticated way,” Pickett says. 
“And that can be achieved in any style, from contemporary to 
traditional. Ultimately, the white space that is undesigned is some-
thing that is hard for some, but that is the breathing space for your 
home. And it’s something to get comfortable with.” u
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W
ith more and more homeowners 
wanting to shop online for home 
improvement needs, Brentwood 
Flooring America has reworked 
every facet of its flooring design and 
purchasing process to serve those 

customers. With the showroom’s pivot to virtual design and 
sales, homeowners who want to shop entirely online can now do 
so on the company’s website in a very intuitive, easy-to-navigate 
section of the site.

Here’s how it works. Navigate to the company’s homepage 
and choose the new Shop from Home tab on the top menu. 

From there, choose My Design Finder on the drop-down menu, 
which allows exploration of different decorating room types (like 
bedroom or kitchen) and room styles (such as modern, transi-
tional, traditional, or eclectic), and delivers the corresponding 
flooring products that match particular room needs and designs 
in an array of colors.

From there, homeowners move to the My Floor Style tab, 
where they can upload a photo of their particular room and then 
drop in recommended products to see how they look.

“This is a great visualizer and makes it easy to see the differ-
ence in the room as product types and colors are changed,” says 
Harry Harles of Brentwood Flooring America in Raleigh. 

Featured Advertiser EditorialHOME IMPROVEMENT

One company’s pivot to online shopping benefits 
customers who wish to shop for flooring virtually.

Written by Dana W. Todd 
Photography by Scott Scala

 STREAMLINED  
SHOPPING 
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“It’s now easy to do all your homework online,” Harles adds. 
“From choosing products to testing them out in your room to 
getting pricing for those products—everything works seamlessly 
online for those who do not wish to come to our showroom but 
want to move forward on their flooring renovation project.”

Brentwood Flooring has also created a 3D tour of its 
10,000-square-foot showroom online as well. Flooring samples 
can be requested for home delivery, or patrons may still come into 
the physical store to look around and select merchandise. 

The showroom and the website carry thousands of products in 
the hardwood, laminate, carpet, tile, and vinyl categories, accord-
ing to Harles. With the full spectrum of flooring research, design 
services, purchasing, and product pricing capabilities moved 
online, Brentwood Flooring America is servicing homeowners in a 
way that is important during this unprecedented time.

“The new Shop from Home part of our website is our way of 
streamlining flooring purchasing decisions. We are simply using 
web technology to do this for our customers,” Harles says. “We 
already have the largest stock of flooring options in the Triangle 
area thanks to our membership in a purchasing co-op. The inte-
gration of these options on the web is another step in the direc-
tion to serve customers in the way they choose. In addition to 
the co-op buying power and tech integration, we are still a local, 
family-owned business that cares deeply for our customers.” u

Visit BRENTWOOD FLOORING AMERICA at BRENTWOODFLOORINGAMERICA.COM 
or visit 4600 PARAGON PARK ROAD.

“FROM CHOOSING PRODUCTS 
TO TESTING THEM OUT IN YOUR 

ROOM TO GETTING PRICING FOR 
THOSE PRODUCTS—EVERYTHING 

WORKS SEAMLESSLY ONLINE.” 

—HARRY HARLES



THE BEST PART OF OUR JOB AS DESIGNERS IS CREATING A BEAUTIFUL, TIMELESS 
SPACE THAT CAPTURES THE PERSONALITY OF OUR CLIENTS!
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T
he Sofa Recliners 
Market 2020 
Global Industry 
research report 
recently predicted 
the effect of 

COVID-19 on the industry. And 
wouldn’t you know it? There is 
an anticipated rise in demand for 
sofas and recliners for the next six 
years as a result of a shift to the 
current stay-at-home environment. 
This is no surprise to Hank Haines 
of Wayside Furniture House, who 
has seen an uptick in the number 
of homeowners reworking their 
family rooms with new, more 
comfortable custom sofas, love-
seats, and recliners. 

“Buying a sofa or recliner is 
a long-term investment,” Haines 
says. “It’s worth the time to take 
the extra step of choosing exactly 
what you want through a custom 
creation. At Wayside Furniture 
House, a design-your-own custom 
sofa can be covered in thousands of 
different fabrics and leathers, with 
choices available for arm shape, 
back shape, varying seat depth, 
skirt or exposed legs, and wood 
stain options such as mahogany, 
whitewashed, or antiqued finishes. 
Our customers can totally build a 
sofa from the ground up using our 
in-house interior designers to help 
narrow down the options.  

DECORATING

Customize the epicenter of family activity.
Written by Dana W. Todd

 FAMILY-ROOM  
FOCUS

Featured Advertiser Editorial
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Our interior designers also help customers choose the details 
that are appropriate for their families and how the furniture 
ultimately will be used.”

The store’s showroom carries many luxury recliner and sofa 
brands, including Sherrill Furniture, Taylor King, Hancock & 
Moore, Bradington-Young, Hickory White, and Four Seasons 
Furniture. These brands are not only made in America, they 
are manufactured in North Carolina—a feature that is very 
important to the staff at Wayside Furniture House, which has 
served its customers since 1939. Its showroom displays furniture 
in room settings—a straightforward and practical method to help 
customers see what might work in their own homes.

“In addition to customized furniture, customers can browse 
our inventory of ready-to-buy sofas and recliners in these same 
furniture lines,” Haines adds.

When purchasing investment pieces, Haines advises 
homeowners to look for luxury touches in sofas, loveseats, and 
recliners. These touches include eight-way hand-tied springs as 
the foundation of the furniture and cushion fills that are spring 
down (springs covered with a layer of down). 

“These features ensure the pieces are more resilient and hold 
their shape over time,” Haines says. “Durability and resiliency 
are important for investments that have timeless style and can 
be passed down to the next generation.” u

“BUYING A SOFA OR RECLINER 
IS A LONG-TERM INVESTMENT. 
IT'S WORTH THE TIME TO TAKE 
THE EXTRA STEP OF CHOOSING 
EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT 
THROUGH A CUSTOM CREATION.” 

—HANK HAINES

Contact WAYSIDE FURNITURE HOUSE at 919-954-0025  
or WAYSIDEFURNITUREHOUSE.COM.PH
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C 
losets overflowing? Living areas cluttered? 
Chantale Persinger of Closets by Design sees 
this homeowner dilemma all the time. 

“We teach homeowners how to maximize 
their spaces,” Persinger says. “Closet built-ins 
make a home within your home for every item. 

By starting with your closets and learning to store belongings 
appropriately, the public spaces of the home will be naturally 
clutter-free and easier to maintain.”

There are many different types of closet systems, but customiz-
ing an organizational solution specific to your home and your family 
has the most benefits. First to consider is that built-in shelving can 
be sized to fit any space perfectly, even if the space is an odd size 
and even if it’s in a walk-in closet, a reach-in closet, a home office, a 
laundry room, a pantry, or a special hobby room. Persinger says her 
process begins with custom measurements of each space or closet 
and a cataloging of personal belongings that need to fit within that 
space. Only then does the design of shelving solutions begin.

Featured Advertiser EditorialHOME IMPROVEMENT

ORGANIZE TO
MAXIMIZE

You may not need a larger home. You may 
just need to organize the one you have.

Written by Dana W. Todd
Photography courtesy of Closets by Design 
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Shop CLOSETS BY DESIGN at RALEIGH.CLOSETSBYDESIGN.COM 
or call 919-850-9030. 

Another advantage of going custom is the ability to go 
vertical with storage. “Wall space that was previously unusable 
becomes prime real-estate storage,” Persinger says. “And all 
Closets by Design shelving is adjustable, which eliminates 
wasted space. We can adjust the shelves to fit a homeowner’s 
particular items and get rid of headroom space. This is espe-
cially important in a pantry, where there are large amounts of 
items in storage at any one time.”

With auxiliary accessories, Persinger often helps her clients 
further customize through bin storage. This method eliminates 
as much open, unused space as possible, thereby keeping family 
members from piling other items on top of organized storage. “A 
place for everything” allows the shelves to remain clutter-free.

“What used to be a luxury is now a necessity,” Persinger says 
about closet organization systems. “These systems are expected 
in today’s homes, especially when they go up for sale on the 
market. But why not design a solution today that meets your 
specific customized needs so it can be enjoyed for many years?”

Whether the built-in shelves are hidden behind closet 
doors or are visible in the room, the look can be customized 
based on location and budget, with several different styles 
and fine materials used to construct cabinetry and shelves 
with hundreds of features.

“We have designed custom storage for Raleigh homeowners 
for nineteen years,” Persinger says. “We love what we do. It is so 
satisfying to make people happy.” u

“WHAT USED TO BE A LUXURY 
IS NOW A NECESSITY.” 

—CHANTALE PERSINGER



Bringing

DREAMS
to

reality
For over 30 years

Turn- Key Projects
Landscape Design

Landscape Construction

onslandscape.com
(919) 384 - 1800

POOL PATIOS | POOL HOUSES | STONEWORK | FIREPLACES | WATER FEATURES | LANDSCAPING | OUTDOOR KITCHENS | NIGHT LIGHTING | IRRIGATION 

LUXURY is OUR SPECIALTY
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CONTRIBUTOR | BUILDING A BETTER HOME Featured Advertiser Editorial

Three designers call on Rufty for their home 
renovations, resulting in dreams fulfilled.

I have a strong opinion about interior design. It’s not a one-size-fits-
all solution for putting the finishing touches on our clients’ custom 
homes. Interior design is as individual as each person for whom Rufty 
Homes completes a project. I believe it’s important to work with a 
wide variety of interior designers so we can perfectly match the syn-
ergies between the homeowner and the designer.

Because we are so open to design, some of the interior designers 
who work with our clients come to Rufty Homes when they are 
ready to create their own family homes. They understand that we can 

help them develop and expand their custom vision for a home while 
managing all of the construction details. 

Three interior designers who have collaborated with Rufty Homes 
on client projects have turned the tables and hired Rufty to help them 
customize remodeled homes of their own.

The Abbott family purchased a colonial-style house in Raleigh, 
settling down into the home of their dreams after many years of 
moving with the U.S. Air Force. Although Bart and Carolyn Abbott 
had plenty of experience remodeling homes, they felt that Rufty 
Homes would be the best builder to oversee the large project of com-
pletely renovating their home, which included opening up the main 
spaces downstairs, gutting the master suite upstairs, reworking all 

TURNING  
THE TABLES
By Jon Rufty
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the bedrooms and bathrooms to make guest suites, and replacing 
finishes throughout the house to modernize and simplify the home’s 
original traditional lines.

Similarly, the Austin family brought in Rufty Homes to manage 
the renovation of their home. The dark, traditional design with many 
small rooms was transformed into a light, bright space with an open 
floor plan and a West Coast cool vibe. With Rufty’s team removing 
interior columns and walls to open up the dated floor plan, designer 
Misty Austin was freed up to focus on design details that injected a 
dose of modern style into the 1970s-era home. Misty told us that even 
in the midst of unplanned but necessary changes such as new wiring, 
plumbing, and HVAC, she never felt blindsided because we were able 
to help her family make budget adjustments in other areas to accom-
modate the issues.

And then there’s designer Jill Wilson, who bought a dream home 
on a golf course but was disappointed with some of its structural 
features, such as a large stone fireplace in the middle of the house 
running up all three floors that made the house closed-in and dark. 
We removed the fireplace while ensuring the structural integrity of 
the house, helping Jill to achieve her wish of a light-filled house with 
great views from every room.

I am so pleased that such well-respected designers feel that Rufty 
Homes is the right custom builder to help them maximize the poten-
tial of each one of their very different forever homes. u

Contact RUFTY HOMES at 919-460-8550  
or email JON@RUFTY.COM. 

“INTERIOR DESIGN IS AS 
INDIVIDUAL AS EACH PERSON 

FOR WHOM RUFTY HOMES 
COMPLETES A PROJECT.” 
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CONTRIBUTOR | SET IN STONE Featured Advertiser Editorial

Educate yourself about the manufacturer of 
the quartz you are considering for your home. 

Quartz has become popular among homeowners who are re-
modeling their kitchens or building new homes because of its 
modern look, wide variety of colors, scratch and chemical re-
sistance, hardness and durability, and its generally impervious 
nature to food stains. But I cannot emphasize enough the im-
portance of buying a quality quartz product. How do you know 

what is of high quality when you have never purchased quartz 
countertops before? Consider me and my team at CRS Marble 
& Granite your window into the world of quartz manufacturing 
and quality measurement.

To research and gather knowledge about the quartz 
manufacturing process, I traveled to most of the production 
facilities in India, Vietnam, Malaysia, and the Philippines to 
determine which factories are producing the best examples of 
quartz. Only those facilities that use the patented Bretonstone 

QUALITY 
QUARTZ   
By Sunny Surana
Photography by Cat Nguyen
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Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S Raleigh showroom  
at 7521 Exhibit Court, or visit CRSGRANITE.COM.

CELEBRATING FIFTEEN YEARS. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED. Raleigh Showroom

Technology developed in northeastern Italy 
made the cut. Engineered quartz needs the 
exact proportion of crushed quartz crystals, 
resin, and pigment to make it into the very best 
slab possible, which is a tenet of the Bretonstone 
Technology process. In the U.S., we also part-
nered with an Atlanta-based manufacturer to 
produce our custom line of quartz called LG 
Viatera, of which CRS is an exclusive distrib-
utor. Rest assured, any quartz product you 
find being sold by CRS is going to be from this 
handpicked pool of quality quartz producers. 
We refuse to sell anything of inferior quality 
just because it is less expensive. The bitterness 
of poor quality is remembered long after the 
sweetness of low price has been forgotten.

What will happen to your beautiful quartz 
countertop if it doesn’t meet the highest 
quality manufacturing standards as outlined 
above? It will:

• fade and discolor
• warp over time
• crack
• appear inconsistent in thickness
• experience color fading in spots

We feel so strongly about the importance of the 
quartz manufacturing process that we offer a 
warranty that guarantees protection against 
every one of these issues. To make sure our 
products are viable, we continue to test each 
one of them in our Testing Station, where we 
purposely subject slabs to red wine, mustard, 
and other food stains in varying intervals of time. 
We invite customers to see the surface reactions 
because results don’t lie. u

“THE BITTERNESS OF POOR QUALITY IS REMEMBERED LONG AFTER 
THE SWEETNESS OF LOW PRICE HAS BEEN FORGOTTEN.” 



Our Showroom is located in Historic Downtown Apex • M-F 10a-4p BY APPOINTMENT 

(919) 272-0048 • 121 N. Salem Street • Apex, NC 27502 • WakeRemodeling.com

Dream, Design, Build with the Wake Remodeling Team.

Call for your no obligation virtual or in-person consultation today.

2019  HBA REMODELING AWARDS

BEST BATHROOM $30,000 - $40,000 BEST ATTIC UNDER $50,000BEST KITCHEN FACELIFT
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CONTRIBUTOR | OUTDOOR OASIS Featured Advertiser Editorial

Homeowners bring the wish list and 
landscapers bring the stunning results. 

Frank and Debbie Sheppard built their home thirteen years 
ago. Like many homeowners, they spent much time design-
ing a custom home but ran out of creativity when it came to 
landscaping. For all those years, they had been living with 
the typical boxwoods around the house’s foundation and 
pine trees scattered throughout the yard. One day, Debbie 
decided it was time to call in someone who had an eye for 
landscaping creativity and the vision to put it all together. 
And that began my long relationship with this family.

Together, we have renovated the front and backyards, 
removing the plants that were scraggly, dying, or not loved in 
the front landscape and replacing them with healthy sod and 
more color. Debbie told me, “We love greenery and plants but 
want more color. We need something more interesting.” 

Debbie has very specific ideas about what she likes, 
and that’s one recommendation I’d like to make to all of 
my clients: Know what you love, such as low maintenance, 
freeform shapes, or structured shrubbery, so the landscape 
professional can deliver not just the plants that do the 
job, but the plants that do the job in a way you absolutely 
love. Debbie figured out early on in the process that she 

LOVE  
THE LOOK  
By David Payne
Photography by Chip Henderson
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David Payne is the owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be  
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.

preferred structured plants and 
not wild creepers reminiscent of 
English gardens.

We started by transforming the 
frontyard, adding curb appeal with 
the careful selection of more inter-
esting trees, such as the mature 
hollies and Rose of Sharons we put 
in front and along the walkway. 
The Rose of Sharon is a beautiful 
spring and summer bloomer that 
takes the place of the typical crape 
myrtle you see in almost every 
yard, and it can be maintained in 
the appropriate size. Trees are an 
area of focus in frontyards. Just as 
in the Sheppard’s case, once many 
trees are mature, they start to take 
over the landscape and hide the 
house, creating a negative impact 
on curb appeal. Removing these ob-
trusive plants and adding ones that 
are correctly scaled is one of the 
best ways to increase visual appeal.

Another smart way the 
Sheppard family and I have part-
nered together is by tackling their 
large yard in stages. One of these 
stages involved replacing diseased 
junipers with mature holly trees 
as a natural screen to create 
privacy around the pool. The next 
stage we will implement is adding 
a ten-foot border of color between 
the backyard and the golf course. 

By working in stages, your yard 
can experience the same won-
derful results and spotlight your 
home to its best advantage. u

“A LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONAL CAN DELIVER NOT 
JUST THE PLANTS THAT DO THE JOB, BUT THE PLANTS 

THAT DO THE JOB IN A WAY YOU ABSOLUTELY LOVE.” 



Call (919) 773-8990 for a free in-home design consultation 
and estimate or visit us online at closetfactory.com
Showroom: 2031 Production Dr., Apex, NC  27539

©2020 Closet Factory. All rights reserved. 72

At Last, Organization
 Made Simple.

the art of organization

CLOSETS • GARAGE • HOME OFFICE • ENTERTAINMENT • WALL UNITS • WALL BEDS • PANTRY • CRAFT • LAUNDRY • MUD ROOM • WINE ROOM

REACH-IN CLOSET

OFFICE JEWELRY ACCESSORY WINE ROOM

Now O� ering
Online Appointments
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Golden Mummies of Egypt
North	Carolina	Museum	of	Art
Opening in November 
ncartmuseum.org

The blending of Greek, Roman, 
and Egyptian communities in the 
multicultural world of the wealthy 
in Roman Egypt birthed a confluence 
of expectations of the afterlife 
and personal identity. Courtesy of 
the Manchester Museum, Golden 
Mummies of Egypt is a series 
of lavishly illustrated thematic 
selections that allows visitors 
a glimpse into the practices of 
preservation and decoration of the 
body and the transmogrification from 
deceased to god by way of haunting 
painted-panel portraits and striking 
mummy displays.

Susan Hecht and  
Allison Chambers
ArtSource
October 5–November 16
artsourcefineart.com

This fall, ArtSource is featuring the works 
of Susan Hecht and Allison Chambers. 

Hecht challenges herself to capture her 
subjects in a way that expresses the 
energy and emotion of that moment, 
approaching painting with a sense of 
playfulness, much as she does life. 

Chambers’s goal is to offer the viewer a 
mini-vacation through the use of color 
and texture. Primarily inspired by the 
Lowcountry, her travels to numerous 
other locations have influenced her 
work as well. 

New Works by  
Sandra Mae Jensen
Gallery	C
October 1–31 
galleryc.net

Sandra Mae Jensen is a fine-art 
photographer based in Raleigh, 
North Carolina. Her work features 
the visual impact of landscapes 
across the United States. During 
photographic studies in the 
Washington, D.C., area through 
the Corcoran College of the Arts & 
Design, Jensen became inspired by 
the works of Imogen Cunningham 
and produced mainly macro images 
representing the simplicity of 
diverse flora. With the recent onset 
of digital photography, Jensen 
incorporates color as an essential 
component of the composition and 
mood of her images.

Before relocating to North Carolina 
in 2019, Jensen exhibited her work 
in the Washington, D.C., area and 
the Lombardi Cancer Center Gallery, 
as well the Bethesda Art Walk and 
Gallery B in Bethesda, Maryland. She 
was recently granted a solo exhibition 
as a guest artist at Gallery C in Raleigh 
and the Garner Performing Arts 
Center in the spring of 2022.



1908 EASTWOOD
ROAD,

WILMINGTON,
NC 28403

 910-256-6050

4151 MAIN AT
NORTH HILLS

STREET SUITE 120,
RALEIGH, 
NC 27609

984-200-9113

 SHOP
WWW.PAYSAGE.COM







1846 Wake Forest Road
Raleigh, NC  27608

919-621-1771 • www.thefabfoo.com
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook 

@thefabfoo and @thefabfooafter5

FINE PORCELAINS
 FUN FURNISHINGS 

UNIQUE GIFTS
Largest Selection of Vintage Barware in the Triangle

Exotic amaryllises arriving early November, 
in time for holiday blooms!
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